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Abstract: A comprehensive monitoring
system for green quality management in
enterprises has gradually become a
necessary means for quality management.
This article is based on the analysis and
comparison of the internal and external
conditions of green quality management in
specialized, refined, and innovative
enterprises, and discusses the key contents
of the construction of a statistical
monitoring system for green quality
management. This article believes that
specialized and innovative enterprises need
to further improve their green quality
management system, establish a key
monitoring mechanism that includes data
acquisition, data indexing, and data
decision-making, supplement the quality
and safety issues caused by the lack of green
quality immune system in specialized and
innovative enterprises, and enhance their
resilience to resist internal and external
threats.
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1. Introduction
Specialized and innovative enterprises play an
irreplaceable important role in economic
development. The quality of products is the
life of enterprises, and the high-quality
development of specialized, refined, and new
enterprises cannot be separated from
high-quality green products. This requires the
green quality management of specialized,
refined, and new enterprises to keep up with
the pace of high-quality development. The
immune system function of green quality
management is constantly strengthened, and
when facing internal and external threats from

specialized, refined, and new enterprises, it
can respond independently and quickly. A
complete monitoring system for enterprise
green quality management has gradually
become a necessary means for enterprises to
carry out quality management. It plays a
significant role in strengthening the immune
system function of enterprise green quality
management and enhancing the resilience of
specialized and innovative enterprise green
quality management immune system. This
article analyzes the importance of establishing
a comprehensive monitoring system for
enterprise green quality management in
specialized, refined, and new enterprises,
including the development environment, the
necessity of green quality management, and
the resilience of the enterprise's immune
system. To provide theoretical basis for
strengthening the green quality immune
system of specialized and innovative
enterprises, solve the difficulties faced by
specialized and innovative enterprises in the
development process, and enhance the
resilience of the green quality immune system
of specialized and innovative enterprises.

2. Literature Review
"Specialized, refined, and innovative"
enterprises refer to leading enterprises that
focus on segmented markets, have strong
innovation capabilities, high market share,
master key core technologies, and have
excellent quality and efficiency [1].
"Specialized, refined, unique, and new"
enterprises are mainly recognized based on
indicators such as operating revenue, main
business revenue, "specialized, refined, unique,
and new" characteristics, operating years, and
quality management standards. Enterprise
green quality management is an extension and
expansion of total quality management to meet
the requirements of the times [3,4]. Unlike Total
Quality Management, Green Quality
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Management is a new application of Total
Quality Management in the field of green
quality. It not only emphasizes the
comprehensiveness of quality management,
but also requires quality management to be
controlled based on the concept of green
development. The green quality management
of specialized and innovative enterprises refers
to the high-quality control of product green
quality by specialized and innovative
enterprises, with the aim of reducing the
occurrence of quality and safety incidents [5-9].
The immune system of enterprise quality
management refers to the preventive,
identification, and resistance functions that
enterprises themselves possess, similar to
biological immunity, when facing
unpredictable threats from both internal and
external sources. The term "toughness"
originated in the field of physics and refers to
the quality of an object that is not easily
deformed under external forces. Through the
expansion and application of researchers,
"resilience" has gradually been applied in the
field of management, giving rise to words such
as "enterprise resilience", "system resilience",
and "immune resilience" [10,11]. The resilience
of the green quality immune system studied in
this article refers to the quality of the
enterprise's green quality immune system that
can recover from crises. The specialized,
refined, and new enterprise green quality
immune system monitoring system is a
management system that tracks and monitors
the internal and external environmental threats
of specialized, refined, and new enterprises,
helping to enhance their green quality immune
capabilities.

3. Statistical Monitoring
The development environment faced by
specialized and innovative enterprises is
constantly changing. Only by timely grasping
the internal and external conditions of green
quality, optimizing and establishing a
complete enterprise green quality management
and monitoring system, can enterprises adapt
to the development environment more calmly
and enhance the immune system function of
green quality. The resilience of the green
quality immune system in specialized and
innovative enterprises relies on the mastery of
the internal and external quality status of the
enterprise. The internal situation of an

enterprise mainly includes the degree of
importance it attaches to green quality
management, whether it has implemented
green quality management, the level of green
quality management, the means adopted by the
enterprise in green quality management, and
whether the enterprise has a sound feedback
mechanism for green quality management
[12-14]. The green quality immune system of
enterprises mainly reflects their ability to
effectively identify external quality threats
when they arise. Therefore, the external
quality status of enterprises mainly includes
the green quality market supervision system,
green quality standards, green quality and
safety incidents, and the level of quality and
safety of supply chain enterprises. The
collection, organization, induction, and
indicator calculation of the internal and
external quality status of enterprises rely
entirely on a comprehensive and reliable green
quality statistical monitoring system [15-18]. The
importance of the green quality immune
system for specialized and innovative
enterprises requires a comprehensive and
reliable statistical monitoring system, which
must be a multi-step, multi process, rich and
comprehensive dynamic real-time monitoring
process, mainly including the generation of
monitoring data, data indexing, and data
decision-making.

3.1 Monitoring Content Regarding the Data
Generation Process
The process of generating green quality data
for specialized and innovative enterprises
mainly focuses on collecting and obtaining
information on the green quality status both
internally and externally. In terms of internal
green quality management in enterprises,
on-site investigations are used to conduct
multi-level and multi-step sampling surveys
and administrative records on the quality level
of green products in enterprises [19-21]; In terms
of the external green quality status of
enterprises, a comprehensive understanding of
the green quality market supervision system
and green quality standards is required. The
green quality market supervision system and
green quality standards are quantified, and
expert evaluation is used to evaluate the
quality and safety of upstream and
downstream supply chain enterprises, thereby
forming effective external green quality status
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data. Compared with only collecting and
following up on internal information of the
enterprise, collecting and obtaining green
quality status information from both internal
and external sources can comprehensively and
systematically grasp the real-time situation of
the enterprise, provide systematic data for
comprehensive analysis and decision-making,
and contribute to the long-term healthy
development of the enterprise.

3.2 Regarding the Monitoring Content of
the Data Indexing Process
The indicator process of green quality data for
specialized and innovative enterprises is still
divided into two parts: internal green quality
management indicators and external green
quality status indicators. In general, the
indicator process is the process of processing
and organizing the collected and acquired data,
using scientific calculation and modeling
methods to vividly and specifically reflect the
internal and external statistical monitoring of
the resilience of the enterprise's green quality
immune system, providing quantitative
indicators for specialized and innovative
enterprise managers to make green quality
management decisions [22,23]. The internal
green quality management indicators of
enterprises mainly include quality compliance
rates related to the green of enterprise products,
and other indicators; The external green
quality status indicators of enterprises mainly
include the green quality compliance rate of
upstream and downstream enterprises, as well
as the occurrence rate of market quality and
safety events and other external indicators.
The indicator process of green quality data for
specialized and innovative enterprises is based
on the classification and summary of internal
and external data of the enterprise, and
scientifically reasonable indicators are
calculated. Compared with only targeting
internal information of the enterprise,
comprehensive targeting of green quality
status information both internally and
externally can comprehensively and
systematically grasp the real-time situation of
the enterprise, provide systematic quantitative
values for comprehensive analysis and
decision-making, and facilitate enterprise
decision-making.

3.3 Monitoring Content Regarding the Data

Decision-Making Process
Decision making refers to the process of
selecting the optimal solution through analysis,
comparison, weighing, and judgment when
facing multiple choices. Simply put,
decision-making is the process by which
people come up with ideas and make decisions
about various events. The decision-making
process for the green quality data of
specialized, refined, and new enterprises is to
integrate the internal and external green
quality management status indicator data of
the enterprise, combined with the development
status of green quality management of
specialized, refined, and new enterprises
themselves and the overall development
strategy of specialized, refined, and new
enterprises. Through comprehensive, scientific,
and reasonable analysis and judgment, the
process of adopting the optimal solution
enhances the resilience of the immune system
for green quality management of specialized,
refined, and new enterprises [24]. Based on the
scientific indicator values obtained from the
indicator process of specialized, refined, and
new enterprise green quality data, enterprise
decision-making can be made quickly and
efficiently, which enhances the correctness of
decision-making.
From a cyclical perspective, the significance
of green quality statistical monitoring in
specialized, refined, and new enterprises lies in
providing decision-making references and
targeting goals for enterprises to formulate
quality management strategies, enhancing the
resilience of the green quality management
immune system in specialized, refined, and
new enterprises, and improving the level of
green quality management in enterprises. From
a structural perspective, statistical monitoring
of green quality in enterprises can provide rich
market safety information on green quality,
and provide a basis for solving green quality
problems in the production industry and
reducing green quality and safety crises.

4. Conclusion
As the development of enterprises gradually
shifts from the goal of rapid development to
the goal of emphasizing high-quality
development, quality problems in enterprises
are gradually emerging, and the green quality
and safety issues of enterprise products are
becoming increasingly prominent. The
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resilience of the enterprise's green quality
immune system needs to be continuously
strengthened. In this context, the development
environment faced by specialized and
innovative enterprises is constantly changing.
Only by timely grasping the internal and
external conditions of green quality,
optimizing and establishing a complete
enterprise green quality management and
monitoring system, can enterprises adapt to the
development environment more calmly and
enhance the immune system function of green
quality. Specialized and innovative enterprises
still need to further improve and strengthen
their green quality immune system immune
function. The optimization and establishment
of a green quality management monitoring
system for specialized, refined, and innovative
enterprises cannot be separated from the grasp
of the internal and external quality status of the
enterprise. Starting from the information status
of green quality inside and outside the
enterprise, combining internal green quality
management monitoring with external green
quality and safety event monitoring can help
comprehensively reduce the risks of green
quality and safety in the enterprise, and
enhance the resilience of specialized, refined,
and innovative enterprises to resist internal and
external threats.
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